TRSA V4 Series Cleland Long Course Notes.

Start and finish here, at gate 30, the beginning of Longridge track at the Cleland car park.
Stay left at the first Y junction and run all the way down Longridge with no turns.
Head up the hill at the bottom to the lookout, go around the tree with the park bench and back up
Longridge (red in the picture below)
Turn left to go down Telegraph (yellow), it has no signpost but is the only track on that side of the
ridge in that location.
Turn left at the bottom of Telegraph onto Chambers Gully Track and head down approx 700 metres
and turn left onto Chambers Gully Hiking Trail (commonly known as the goat track). No Turn offs
until you get back up to Longridge where you will go along Longridge for 250 metres and turn right
down Winter Track. At the bottom of Winter Track turn left onto Pengana Spur Track. (This is all the
blue line in the picture)
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Stay on Pengana Spur Track (blue) all the way to the end and turn right onto Perimeter Track
(green). Turn left onto Bilba Track (pink) and head up the hill and DO NOT turn right onto Robins
track, go past it and turn right at the bitumen road. Head up the road to the water tanks on the left
and turn left down the bitumen road after them. Immediately on the right you will find the entrance
gate to Wine Shanty Track (you can also follow the Yurrebilla Trail signs on the pink section)

Stay on Wine Shanty Track (red) all the way until its endpoint at the Gate 6 convergence adjacent
Greenhill road.

At
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The convergence is easily recognisable with the large electricity tower. You then need to take
Chambers Gully Track (blue) first and then almost immediately you will see the left turn for
Gunbower Track (orange).

Head down Gunbower Track (orange) and then turn left onto Kirrang Track (green), follow it to its
endpoint and turn left onto Bartril Spur Track (pink). Head up and around and turn left at Longridge
where you will head up the hill for 300 metres and then turn right at the fork and back to gate 30
and the start/finish point.
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